Cyclic Workspace
interactive installation,
by Nora Jongen

Cyclic workspace is a method to rethink the dynamics of the
creative process and workspace according to the menstrual
cycle.
The menstrual cycle is the interplay between the female brain and
the female sexual organs lead by hormons.Some people are only
aware of the menstrual cycle during the menstrual phase, the
moment a woman is bleeding, but the cycle has 3 other phases:
the pre-ovulation, the ovulation and the pre-menstruation. Every
day this phase determines the body feeling, the mental state and
therefore the characteristic and the skills of a woman.
I linked this changes in character and skills to activities of the creative process and designed a new method for cyclic working. Even
if you are aware of this information our society is not made yet to
work cyclic. Therefore I created spaces that support working with
the qualities of each phase. In the menstrual phase her intuition
is strong, so she creates a vision for her projects in small space with
no distraction. In the pre-ovulation she has a lot of energy and is
not critical, so she is mobile and has a network of workshops to
execute everything that comes up. In the ovulation phase she is
social and confident, so she has a open and central space to share
her work with others. In the pre-menstrual phase she is critical and
therefore has a private wall to reflect on what she did during this
cycle. In this way the environment supports her to prepare for a
new cycle to develop the project.
This utupian workspace around one woman asks us to think about
reorganising the city in a way that man, as well as woman can
work according to their potential.
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Cyclic Workspace
models
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practical information:
Shadowbox installation
The installation consists out of 4 circular shadowboxes.
Every box gives the curious visitor an insight in one
phase of the menstrual cycle as well as the scenario
workspace designed for that phase. Transport is easy and
possible. The installation is 3 x 3 meter.
Design Research presentation
With the installation I offer the presentation “I’m a saiklik
human”, which gives an insight into the (self)research
which was the start of this project. It inspires people to be
more aware of their cyclic nature and opens conversation
about our current rather linear society.
Video installation
The installation also goes together with a poetic video
installation in collaboration with Paula Schulenburg. It
shows the 4 characteristics of one creative woman.
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I’m a cyclic human
research project, 2019

A cycle of selfportraits is a research
to my creative process. I tracked my
levels of being creative, energetic,
social, intuitive and reflective for 3
months and could see a remarkable
pattern. The pattern corresponds
with the 4 phases of the menstrual
cycle. This research continues in the
project Cyclic Workspace.
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Cyclic Workspace
videowork

A narrative about the four chracteristics of
one creative woman.
performers: Paula Schulenburg, Elin Visser
and Alvin Arthur
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About me:
I’m a Dutch designer graduated at the Design Academy Eindhoven
in the department Public Private.
I’m interested by the pace of life within different places, cultures,
times and people. I research and practice the rhythm of the
menstrual cycle as well as a cyclical perception of time. Besides a
researcher I’m a hands-on maker. I believe in a circular economy by
re-using resources, material and practicing alternative ways of living.
I use design as a method to translate a philosophical research, theoretical knowledge or individual insights into a collective experience,
installation or tool.
Portfolio: www.norajongen.com
Process and current activities: Saiklkik on instagram
https://www.instagram.com/saiklik/?hl=nl

During my internship at the architecture studio Refunc in Berlin, I
lived for half a year in a house made of an old silo. This 13m2 circular
tinyhouse gave me a routine, brought me back to basics like heating
with wood, but especially the round character supported my creativity.
Living so much as a individual brought me back to own rhytm as a woman. I truly believe in cyclical living and dream of a cyclical society.
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